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Abstract

Penn Discourse Treebank (PDTB)-style annotation focuses on labeling local discourse relations between text spans and typically ignores larger discourse contexts. In this paper we propose two approaches to infer discourse relations in a paragraph-level context from annotated PDTB labels. We investigate the utility of inferring such discourse information using the task of revision classification. Experimental results demonstrate that the inferred information can significantly improve classification performance compared to baselines, not only when PDTB annotation comes from humans but also from automatic parsers.

1 Introduction

Widely used in discourse research, Penn Discourse Treebank (PDTB)-style annotation (Prasad et al., 2008) adopts a lexically grounded approach by anchoring discourse relations according to discourse connectives. In a typical PDTB annotation process, an annotator first locates discourse connectives (explicit or implicit) then annotates text spans as their arguments. While the process of manual PDTB annotation has been demonstrated to yield reliable results (Alsaif and Markert, 2011; Danlos et al., 2012; Zhou and Xue, 2015; Zeyrek et al., 2013), it yields more shallow annotation when compared to another widely-used discourse scheme, namely Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) (Mann and Thompson, 1988; Carlson et al., 2002). This is because when using RST a text is represented as a hierarchical discourse tree, while when using PDTB the relations exist only locally (typically between sentences or clauses).

The lack of discourse information across larger contexts potentially limits the utility of PDTB-style labels. Feng et al. (2014) found that when applied to the tasks of sentence ordering and essay scoring, an RST-style discourse parser outperformed a PDTB-style parser. Performance on both tasks was also likely impacted by parsing errors. To address both the local nature of PDTB-style annotations as well as the errors introduced by state-of-the-art discourse parsers, we propose to first build paragraph-level discourse structures from annotated PDTB labels, then to infer discourse relations based on these structures. We hypothesize that features extracted from inferred relations will improve performance in downstream applications, compared to features extracted from only original annotations.

To verify our hypotheses, we choose the task of argumentative revision classification (Zhang and Litman, 2015; Zhang and Litman, 2016), which aims to identify the purpose of an author’s revisions during argumentative writing. This task first detects the differences between two drafts of a paper at the sentence level, then labels each revision using one of five categories: Claim/Ideas, Warrant/Reasoning/Backing, Evidence, General Content and Surface. While Zhang and Litman (2016) demonstrated decent classification performance without using discourse structure, an error analysis of their results suggests that discourse relations might improve performance (e.g., their current system has trouble differentiating between changing reasoning (Warrant/Reasoning/Backing) versus smoothing transitions (General Content)). One of the corpora used in their work has recently been annotated with PDTB-style relations, which allows us to explore the utilization of both manually and automatically-produced discourse relations for revision classification. Revision classification also allows us to utilize not only the discourse structure of each version of a paper, but also the differences in discourse structure across versions.
The lustful are those who long and crave for one another. The person guilty of lust is put in this layer of hell because of his over indulgence of sexual-pleasure. The man who is stuck in this layer is Hue Heffner. He has devoted his entire life for other people’s lustful pleasure and his own. He has spent millions on working on his mansion which is for the purpose of other lustful desires. People who were stuck in this layer are constantly whipped around and “banging” into one another. What you do in your Earthly presence follows with you into Hell. For him and like many others he is now tortured in a whirlwind of torment with others lustful accommodators with himself.

Annotated PDTB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sentence1</th>
<th>Sentence2</th>
<th>Relation Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| (1-2, EntRel) | (2-3, Expansion) | (3-4, Contingency) 
| (4-5, Expansion) | (5-6, EntRel) | (6-7, Contingency) 
| (7-8, Contingency) | |

Table 1: A paragraph from an essay about putting contemporaries into different levels of hell (top), and annotated PDTB relations between sentences (bottom). The paragraph can be divided into two segments (Section 3.2). In the first segment (sentences (1) to (3)) the author introduces the person to be put in the lustful layer. In the second segment (sentences (4) to (8)), the author states why this person belongs there and how he will be treated. PDTB relations are processed from PDTB annotations ignoring the discourse connectives, e.g. (1-2, EntRel) represents the discourse information: (Arg1: Sentence1, Arg2: Sentence2, Relation Type: EntRel).

2 Related Work

Previous applications of PDTB-style annotations have typically been based on the extraction of PDTB relation occurrence patterns. Lin et al. (2011) encoded PDTB information into the entity-grid (Barzilay and Lapata, 2008) model for textual coherence evaluation. Mithun and Kosseim (2013) utilized PDTB relations for blog summarization. A limitation of the pattern approach is that since it targets a whole paragraph/essay, it is not straightforward to use for prediction tasks on individual sentences. In our work we propose to infer contextual PDTB discourse relations for each sentence, thus enabling the utilization of less-local PDTB information during single sentence prediction.

The construction of our discourse structure looks similar to the building of an RST tree (Duverle and Prendinger, 2009), and there are also prior efforts in combining the benefits of RST and PDTB (e.g., when building a Chinese discourse corpus (Li et al., 2014)). However, the focus of our work is different. The construction of an RST tree aims at creating a discourse representation of the whole sentence/paragraph/essay. We focus on grouping semantically similar text and assigning higher priority to specific local discourse relations. We expect our structure to be able to select the relations that should be propagated to improve performance in downstream applications.

3 Inferring Discourse Information from PDTB-style Labels

3.1 Intuitions for PDTB relation inference

Different from other discourse annotations, the PDTB annotation schema anchors at the labeling of discourse connectives and labels text spans around the connective. The annotator either locates the “Explicit” connectives or manually fills in the “Implicit” connectives between two text spans. The text span where the connective structurally attaches to is called Arg2, while the other text span is called Arg1. The spans are usually used at the level of sentence/phrase. In (Prasad et al., 2014), five relation types are annotated: Explicit, Implicit, AltLex, EntRel and NoRel. Within the Explicit/Implicit relations, the senses of relations are further categorized at multiple levels. In Level-1, the relations are categorized to 4 senses: Comparison, Contingency, Expansion and Temporal. In this paper we focus on the type/sense of Level-1 relations only and ignore the discourse connectives. Arg1, Arg2 and the discourse relation type/sense are used as demonstrated in Table 1. For the Explicit/Implicit relations, we use the sense of the relation directly to represent the relation. Below we explain our intuitions for inferring new discourse relations within the paragraph. Sections 3.2 and 3.3 then detail our corresponding computational approaches.

Intuition 1. Latent discourse relations can be inferred from annotated discourse relations. In this paper we explore two possible cases: 1) Same type transition: If sentence A has relation type T with sentence

\[1\] We plan to explore connectives in future work.
Figure 1: The construction of PDTBSegment structure of the example in Table 1. As sentence similarity between 3 and 4 is 0.22, smaller than the value 0.56 (before) and 0.55 (after), the paragraph is segmented to segment(1-3) and segment (4-8). Afterwards relations are inferred both within the segment and across the segments. The dashed lines represent the propagated relations.

B and sentence B has the same relation type with sentence C, we can infer that A has relation type T with C. In the example in Table 1, a Contingency relation between sentences 6 and 8 will be inferred from the Contingency relationships between sentences (6,7) and sentences (7,8).

2) Across segment propagation: If a paragraph can be segmented to text segments semantically dissimilar to each other (i.e. the two text segments are serving different semantic purposes), the discourse relation of sentences on the boundary of two segments can be propagated to infer weaker relations between all sentences in the segments. In the example in Table 1, due to the discourse relation between sentences 3 and 4 and the segment boundary between them, the segment from 4 to 8 will also be viewed as a reasoning (Contingency) of the segment from 1 to 3 (why and how Hue Heffner belongs to the lustful level), and weak relations are inferred between sentences (1,2,3) and (4,5,6,7,8).

Intuition 2. The importance of discourse relations to argumentation varies even if the relation types are the same. The relations connecting the semantically dissimilar segments are likely to be more important than the relations within a segment. In Table 1, the Contingency relation between sentences 3 and 4 transits the thesis introduction to the arguments supporting the thesis. The Contingency relation between sentences 6 and 7 is just a transition to smooth the description of how Hue Heffner is going to be treated.

3.2 PDTBSegment

Based on intuition 1, the PDTBSegment approach emphasizes the inference of discourse relations.

Step1. Linear segmentation. Inspired by the TextTiling algorithm (Hearst, 1997) for linear segmentation, we utilize the “valley” of semantic similarity scores between sentences as the segmentation boundary. The summed word-embedding vector is calculated for each sentence and cosine value between vectors is used as the similarity score. Similarity scores indicates a possible segmentation boundary. In the example of Figure 1(a), the similarity between (2,3) and the similarity between (4,5) are larger than the similarity between (3,4). In other words, sentence 3 and 4 has a low similarity score preceded by and followed by high similarity scores, thus the paragraph is first segmented into segment (1,2,3) and segment (4,5,6,7,8) as in Figure 1(b).

Step2. Relation inference. 1) Within segment. We conduct “same type transition” for sentences within the same segment. As in Figure 1(c), there exists relation Contingency between 6 and 8 as the same relationship exists between 6, 7 and 7, 8. 2) Across segment. “Across-segment propagation” is conducted for sentences in different segments. If there exists relation (type T) between two segments Seg1 and Seg2, a relation with type T is inferred for each sentence in Seg1 and each sentence in Seg2. In Figure 1(c), we propagate the Contingency relations between sentence (1,2,3) and sentences (4,5,6,7,8).
Figure 2: PDTBTree structure of Table 1 example. The dashed lines represent the propagated relations.

Table 2: Relation matrix constructed for the PDTBSegment approach (Upper) and the PDTBTree approach (Below). Ent is short for EntRel, Expan short for Expansion and Cont short for Contingency.

3.3 PDTBTree

`PDTBTree` focuses on intuition 2 using sentence aggregation. To better separate important discourse relations, a hierarchical tree structure is constructed for each paragraph and relations then inferred.

**Step 1. Tree construction.** As in Figure 2(a), the tree is constructed iteratively starting with each sentence constructed as a leaf node. Semantic similarities between adjacent sentences are calculated in the same manner as the `PDTBSegment` approach. In each round, the two most similar nodes are selected and merged into one node and similarities between the merged node and its adjacent nodes are calculated. The selection and merge of nodes repeats until there is only one root node left.

Discourse relations are assigned to the non-leaf nodes after tree construction. For each tree node, sentences in its left and right child are listed as `Nodes_{left}` and `Nodes_{right}`. Relations with Arg1 in `Nodes_{left}` and Arg2 in `Nodes_{right}` are assigned to the merged node. For example, the discourse relation (1->2, EntRel) is assigned to the root node as sentence 1 is in its left child and sentence 2 is in its right child. After this step we bind each non-leaf node with one or several discourse relations.

**Step 2. Relation inference.** Relations are first assigned different levels of importance as depths. As in Figure 2(b), the assignment starts at the root node and traverses the whole tree until all the non-leaf nodes
are labeled. Depth starts from 1 and smaller number indicates larger importance. As in the example, we notice that the transition from the thesis to its reasoning (3->4) is recognized as a depth-2 relation while the transitions between sentences 6,7,8 are recognized as depth-4 and depth-5 relations.

Afterwards discourse relations are inferred by traversing up from the leaf nodes back to their parent nodes. The parent node is used as the discourse connector and its child leaf nodes are used as Arg1 and Arg2. For example, in Figure 2(b), sentence 3 is the left child of the node (3->4, Contingency) and sentence 5 is the right child. Thus we infer the discourse relation between 3 and 5 as (3->5, Contingency).

3.4 Constructing the relation matrix

For both approaches, relation matrices are constructed to represent the discourse information as in Table 2. Extraction of features using the matrix is described in the next section. Relations already labeled by the annotator/parser are directly recorded in the matrix. Observing that the reliability of an inferred relation decreases as the number of annotated relations connecting the arguments increases, we record not only the relation types but also the “distance” information for the inferred relations.

For the PDTBSegment approach, distances are recorded separately for within-segment relations and across-segment relations. For within-segment relations, the distance is recorded according to the number of sentences between Arg1 to Arg2. For example, distance for sentence 6 and 8 is recorded as 2 as there is one sentence between the two sentences. For across-segment relations, distances are recorded for both Arg1 and Arg2 according to their distances to the real Arg1/Arg2 of the across-segment relation as (Dist1, Dist2). For example, distance between sentence 1 and 5 is recorded as (2,1) as there is the distance of 2 between sentence 1 and 3 and there is the distance of 1 between sentence 4 and 5.

For the PDTBTree approach, we traverse up from Arg1 and Arg2 to their closest common parent node and count the distances for both arguments as (Dist1, Dist2). In Table 2, distance between sentence 2 and 5 is recorded as (1,1) as we back trace both nodes to their parent node (3->4). As sentence 2 is the real text span in relation node (2->3) and sentence 5 is in the node (5->6), we get distance 1 for sentence 2 as the distances between (2->3) and (3->4) in the tree is 1; similarly, we get distance 1 for sentence 5.

4 Task and Data Description

Argumentative revision classification. The task of revision classification aims to detect then categorize an author’s changes to their writing. Revision research has been conducted on Wikipedia articles (Bronner and Monz, 2012; Daxenberger and Gurevych, 2013) and argument-oriented study essays (Zhang and Litman, 2015). The example in Table 1 contains a paragraph from a revised student essay. Comparing to its previous draft, the changes are the addition of sentence 6 and sentence 7. The addition of sentence 6 is labeled as (Null->6, “Add”, “General Content”). The full classification process involves the alignment of sentences/clauses to locate changes (recognizing the alignment Null->6 and the revision operation “Add”) and the classification of change types (identifying the revision type “General Content”). In this work we assume perfect alignment and focus on improving classification performance (the recognition of “General Content”) by using inferred PDTB information.

Annotated revision dataset. To evaluate revision classification performance, we use the two corpora used in (Zhang and Litman, 2016)4. Each student wrote two essays: Draft 1 where the students initially write the essay, and Draft 2 where the students revise Draft 1 after receiving comments from other students. Corpus A contains 47 students (94 essays) and 1267 revised sentence pairs, talking about placing contemporaries into Dante’s Inferno. Corpus B contains 63 students (126 essays) and 1044 revised sentence pairs, where students explain the rhetorical strategies used by the speaker/author of a previously read lecture/essay. Distribution of revisions is shown in the first columns of Tables 4 and 5.

PDTB annotation. Recently PDTB discourse information was annotated on corpus A by one of the early developers of the D-LTAG environment (which engendered the PDTB framework)5 (Forbes et al., 2003; Webber, 2004; Forbes-Riley et al., 2016). Five relation types were annotated: Explicit, Implicit, EntRel, AltLex and NoRel. Within the Explicit and Implicit types, four level-1 senses were labeled:

---

4 Both corpora are from high school AP English classes.

5 Thus considered as an expert annotator.
**Baseline features (Base).** Features in (Zhang and Litman, 2015) are used as a baseline. Besides **Unigram features**, **Location** features encode the location of the revised sentence. **Textual** features encode revision operation, sentence length, edit distance between revised sentences and punctuation. **Language** features encode part of speech (POS) unigrams and difference in POS tag counts.

**Features using the labeled local PDTB information (Local).** Features are extracted as the types of relations a sentence is involved with (i.e. the relation where the sentence acts as Arg1 or Arg2.) Features are extracted for sentences in both drafts. If a sentence is added or deleted, the features for the empty sentence are marked as N/A.

**Features using PDTB Segment (Segment).**

**Individual features** Within each draft, the features of sentences are extracted based on the relation ma-
Similar to **Local**, we extract the discourse relation type of each sentence acting as Arg1 and Arg2. Features for across-segment relations are extracted separately since the discourse relations across segments are likely to be more important than relations within segments. Weights are assigned to relations according to their distance information. A within-segment relation with distance \((d_1)\) is assigned weight \(\frac{1}{d_1+1}\); an across-segment relation with distance \((d_1, d_2)\) is assigned weight \(\frac{1}{(d_1+1)(d_2+1)}\). If a sentence is involved with multiple same-type relations, the relation with the largest weight is chosen.

**Structure change features** For these across draft features, the segment structures created for draft 1 and draft 2 are compared. Nodes of segment structures are aligned according to the sentence alignment information. After comparison, the aligned nodes that are affected by the revision are selected, where the change of their related relations with the revised sentence are counted. For example in Figure 3(b), sentences 1, 2, 3, 5, 8 are affected by the addition of sentence 6. For sentence 1, 2, 3, sentence 6 brings addition of three across-segment relations. For sentence 5, the original “NoRel” label between sentence 5 and sentence 8 is removed. For sentence 8, relation between sentence 6 and sentence 8 is added. A vector of relation changes is thus created according to the relation matrix.

**Features using PDTBTree (Tree).**

*Individual features* Features are collected in a similar manner as the **PDTBSegment** approach. To enlarge the difference of different-depth relations, weight \(\frac{1}{2^{d_1+d_2}}\) is assigned to a relation with distance \((d_1, d_2)\).

*Structure change features* Due to the complexity of the tree structure, only the non-leaf nodes that are directly related to the revised sentence (i.e. the sentence as Arg1 or Arg2 of the relation) are considered in the extraction of structure changes. As in Figure 3(d), the added sentence 6 acts as Arg2 in node \((5->6)\) and Arg1 in node \((6->7)\). Change of relations \((4->6), (5->6)\) are considered as the changed relations of node \((5->6)\). Change of relations \((5->8) and (6->8)\) are the changed relations of node \((6->7)\). Change vectors are calculated in similar manners as the **PDTBSegment** approach at each depth. To avoid data sparsity, the depth number is limited to 4 to reduce the number of features.

It is important to notice that as in the standard PDTB annotations, the spans of arguments may cover only a part of a sentence or multiple sentences. If the span covers only a part of the sentence and the two spans of the relation come from two different sentences, we use the relationship as the relation between the two sentences. If the two spans come from one sentence, we consider it as a self-relation. Such information is used in the extraction of local PDTB features but not used in relation inference. If a span of a relation covers multiple sentences, we infer relations as in the PDTBSegment approach (consider the multiple sentences span as a text segment). Also, it is possible to have more than one relation annotation between two sentences. In that case all the relations are kept and used in relation inference.

### 5.2 Experiments and Results

We repeated the experiment in (Zhang and Litman, 2016) using our new proposed feature group. 5-class revision category classification was conducted with the SVM classifier. Two hypotheses are proposed: 1) For manually labeled PDTB relations, using features extracted from inferred relations has better performance than using baseline features or baseline with only local PDTB features. 2) For automatically labeled PDTB relations, using features extracted from the inferred relations reduces the noise introduced by the PDTB parser and has better performance than using only local PDTB features.

Based on the hypotheses, two experiments were conducted. In both experiments we compared the results using inferred information to the baseline results, and to the results with baseline features plus each individual feature group. In Experiment 1, we experimented with the PDTB features extracted from manual labels on Corpus A (where we have manual annotations). In Experiment 2, we experimented...
Table 4: Experiment 1. With manually labeled PDTB. The average F-measure of 10-fold (student) cross-validation is reported, average represents the unweighted average F1 of all 5 categories. * indicates significantly better than the baseline (paired T-test, p<0.05), ‡ indicates significantly better than (Base+local), bold indicates best.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corpus A</th>
<th>Base</th>
<th>B+Local</th>
<th>B+Segment</th>
<th>B+Tree</th>
<th>B-</th>
<th>(B-)+Local</th>
<th>(B-)+Segment</th>
<th>(B-)+Tree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Claim(11)</td>
<td>0.540</td>
<td>0.517</td>
<td>0.516</td>
<td>0.518</td>
<td>0.466</td>
<td>0.475*</td>
<td>0.501*</td>
<td>0.504*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warrant(390)</td>
<td>0.680</td>
<td>0.659</td>
<td>0.698‡</td>
<td>0.682</td>
<td>0.658</td>
<td>0.647</td>
<td>0.680*</td>
<td>0.671*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evidence(110)</td>
<td>0.288</td>
<td>0.299</td>
<td>0.276</td>
<td>0.306</td>
<td>0.274</td>
<td>0.266</td>
<td>0.261</td>
<td>0.282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General(356)</td>
<td>0.694</td>
<td>0.683</td>
<td>0.702‡</td>
<td>0.683</td>
<td>0.621</td>
<td>0.643*</td>
<td>0.696*</td>
<td>0.682*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface(300)</td>
<td>0.868</td>
<td>0.865</td>
<td>0.868</td>
<td>0.863</td>
<td>0.841</td>
<td>0.835</td>
<td>0.843</td>
<td>0.844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average(1267)</td>
<td>0.614</td>
<td>0.605</td>
<td>0.617‡</td>
<td>0.609</td>
<td>0.572</td>
<td>0.573</td>
<td>0.597*</td>
<td>0.596*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Experiment 2. With automatically labeled PDTB. B short for Base, B- is a weaker baseline using unigram and Textual features from the baseline approach. * indicates significantly better than B-, ‡ indicates significantly better than (B+local), bold indicates best.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corpus A</th>
<th>Base</th>
<th>B+Local</th>
<th>B+Segment</th>
<th>B+Tree</th>
<th>B-</th>
<th>(B-)+Local</th>
<th>(B-)+Segment</th>
<th>(B-)+Tree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Claim(76)</td>
<td>0.504‡</td>
<td>0.471</td>
<td>0.496‡</td>
<td>0.512‡</td>
<td>0.421</td>
<td>0.433</td>
<td>0.443*</td>
<td>0.451*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warrant(327)</td>
<td>0.611</td>
<td>0.620</td>
<td>0.635*</td>
<td>0.609</td>
<td>0.588</td>
<td>0.591</td>
<td>0.610*</td>
<td>0.605*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evidence(34)</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>0.088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General(216)</td>
<td>0.505‡</td>
<td>0.459</td>
<td>0.503‡</td>
<td>0.484‡</td>
<td>0.451</td>
<td>0.455</td>
<td>0.477*</td>
<td>0.409*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface(391)</td>
<td>0.867</td>
<td>0.853</td>
<td>0.872‡</td>
<td>0.865</td>
<td>0.848</td>
<td>0.851</td>
<td>0.855</td>
<td>0.853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average(1044)</td>
<td>0.503</td>
<td>0.495</td>
<td>0.520‡</td>
<td>0.503</td>
<td>0.466</td>
<td>0.483</td>
<td>0.495*</td>
<td>0.493*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

with the PDTB features extracted from labels generated with Lin’s automatic PDTB parser (Lin et al., 2014) on Corpora A and B. All experiments were conducted using 10-fold (student) cross-validation with 300 features selected using learning gain ratio. Tables 4 and 5 demonstrate the results.

Experiment 1 results provide support for our first hypothesis. Comparing to the baseline, Base+Local (using only features from the labeled PDTB relations) yields a significant improvement only when classifying Evidence revisions and a non-significant overall average improvement. In contrast, both Base+Segment and Base+Tree (our inference-based approaches) yield several significant improvements over the baseline. Comparing to the baseline, the PDTBSegment approach yields significant improvement in the classification of Warrant, Evidence and General Content revisions and the PDTBTree approach yields significant improvement in the classification of all revisions except Surface. For the minority category Evidence, the PDTBTree approach improved F1 from 0.288 to 0.415. Comparing to the results using only labeled PDTB, the PDTBSegment approach yields significant improvement in the classification of Warrant, Evidence and General, while the PDTBTree approach yields significant improvement in the classification of Claim, Warrant and Evidence and a significant overall F1 improvement.

Experiment 2 results support our second hypothesis. On corpus A, we observe a significant performance drop (p<0.05) in average F1 score for all the (B+) feature groups comparing to the Experiment 1 results in Table 4, which indicates that the noisy output generated by the parser impacts the performance. While we do not gain significant improvement over the baseline using the inferred relations, we still observe significantly better performance using the PDTBSegment approach comparing to using...  

\footnote{The same fold is used as Experiment 1.} \footnote{Features selected only on the training folds each round.} \footnote{We also tested using just individual features (without the structure change features) and both approaches still significantly outperform the baseline.} \footnote{We compared the output of the PDTB parser and the manual annotation on Corpus A, indicating that the F-measure for the relation prediction is 0.45.}
only the automatically labeled relations. Meanwhile, we observe that the inferred PDTB features can still significantly improve the performance of a weaker baseline with Unigram and Textual features while the Local features can’t, suggesting that our approach is still effective even with the noisy parser output.

6 Conclusion and Future Works

This paper presented two approaches to construct a paragraph-level discourse structure from local PDTB discourse labels, and infer discourse relations within the structure. We applied our approaches on the task of argumentative revision classification with manually/automatically labeled PDTB information. Results demonstrated that using features extracted from inferred PDTB relations yields better revision classification performance than using features from original PDTB annotations. Results also showed that our method reduced the impact of the automatic PDTB parsing errors.

We believe our work can be expanded from two perspectives. 1) From the PDTB perspective, we can investigate our approach on other traditional PDTB applications such as coherence evaluation to see if we can still observe an improvement on these tasks. 2) From the argumentative revision classification perspective, we plan to explore what aspects of our proposed approach yields most robustness to errors from automatic PDTB parsers. We also want to try other discourse parsers in recent shallow discourse parsing shared tasks (CoNLL, 2016). We also plan to investigate whether the RST-style discourse information can also improve the classification performance and compare the results with our approach. We also plan to investigate whether our approaches can be applied to other type of writings besides argumentative writings.
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